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“At the outset, the idea was that some vertical centrepiece would be best for this site. Something that would not 
cut across the site as the existing feature does, but rise-up and be in keeping with the trees behind. But I also want-
ed to ‘frame’ the centrepiece somehow.

The focal point is a ‘Standard’, something set-up to declare a presence, but in this case the suggestion of a flag is 
developed to make one think as much of a flame (death and memory) as of a flag unfurling/unfolding. And the text 
that makes-up the flag/flame finial - ‘Show An Affirming Flame’, also says what the object is.
This text finial would be in bronze, and its angles would catch the light to emphasise the ‘leaves’ of the finial. 

This finial is integral to the supporting column or shaft, also in bronze. This would not have a mechanical or industri-
al feel to it, but would be cast from a timber pattern worked by me to have some texture and individuality. It would 
have an integral plate at its base to secure it to firm foundations.

The text is from the last line of Auden’s poem, ‘1st September 1939’. The injunction - to uphold something, and 
here, to affirm connections and memories, seems very suitable. In a way it is not necessary that one be able to read 
the text straight-off as it were, at first encounter. It’s about an effect (letters like flag or flame), and that we know al-
ready what it says. And no doubt there may be some interpretation or note somewhere: if wished, it might be good 
to work the quotation into the shaft of the standard when I’m making it, so that for anyone interested, they could 
read it off the sculpture at first encounter.

This Standard would be set-up on a circular base or paved area, and having the feel of a marker or gnomon, could 
serve to point-out the other memorials related to it. Radiating lines could travel out towards the Burma Star Memo-
rial, and the individual VC plaque.

The Standard would be about 2.3m or 2.4m high, with the lettered finial giving an overall height of c3m. The pati-
nation (integral colouring of the bronze) could be dark brown or blackish - but with highlights rubbed-back to the 
brighter bronze colour for effect. The lettering could be lighter (flames) or darker for a silhouette effect against the 
sky. I want the Standard to feel very much like something we have set-up with a purpose.

As a slender focal element, I think there is a need to frame the Standard with a backdrop. I didn’t want this to be 
solid, so am thinking of bespoke precast concrete columns (quite pale in tone), lined around the edge of the circle, 
and at the ‘back’ of the Standard as one faces uphill. These three repeating verticals recall a palisade, or soldiers 
standing, and secure the Standard in a physical context. To be practical (weatherproof the tops) and to individual-
ise these concrete squared columns, I would hope to be able to afford to have bronze caps made to fit over at the 
top. This enhances the vertical, dignified feel of the columns, and to set a theme going here, I’m proposing that a 
detail could be worked onto the bronze caps. I will come back to that. The last point about the separate concrete 
columns, is that they allow sight lines and the metal ground reference to the Burma Star Memorial to pass between 
them.

These concrete columns could be 2.4m above ground (with 900mm set into concrete below). They might be 250mm 
square; substantial but not obstructive.

The motif suggested for the bronze capitals, is purely decorative. It derives from early Celtic ornamentation, but 
lends itself to being used repetitively without ever looking the same. The Celtic reference for this Devon memorial 
seemed appropriate; it acknowledges a regional or more local sacrifice. 
Whilst this could be a raised detail on the inward-facing sides (at least) of the capitals, it could be recalled on the 
granite benches below (perhaps framing the circle?), as shallow sandblasted detail, just to tie the benches to this 
particular site. The standard and the columns might exhaust the budget for the sculptural work, and the sandblast-
ing of benches might only be possible if it was felt that any allowance could be found from the landscaping budget. 
I offer this only as a suggestion.”  -  Charlie Gurrey
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